THE ISSUES (summary)
David's (meta) Organization of Chapter 2

X.X Problem
2.1 The task (e.g. "gaining insight")
2.2 Nature of the problem (e.g. ill formed)

X.X Data (Model)
2.3 The data (e.g. multiple attributes)

X.X Presentation (View & Control Flow)
2.4 Table presentation
2.5 Bargrams
2.6 Interactive object selection (e.g. detail and correspondence)
2.7 Overview
2.8 Multiple attributes
2.9 Detail (all at once or gradual!)
2.10 Significant objects (ideals? placeholders)
2.11 Interactive attribute selection
2.12 Space limitations
2.13 Filtering

X.X Navigation (Meta-view)
2.15 Navigational guidance
2.16 Movement in information space

X.X User (The Human Information Processor)
2.17 Perception and interpretation